Education
Recruitment Solution
What problems to be solved? 1
As the number of international schools continues to increase,
we’ve seen the need for quality teachers around the world also
grow exponentially.
Need a solution to bring schools jobs posted, and the number of
quality candidates together.

An ecosystem combines powerful technology and personal
service to deliver an optimal experience.
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What’s the solution?

A platform that brings More schools and MORE candidates
together, through a comprehensive set of tools to interact to
find the best matches including dashboards and search
functionalities, engaging apps, fairs, webinars and virtual.

Simplified Education Recruitment

Integrate with school websites and enables domestic schools to streamline teacher recruitment
and candidate management activities.

Offers members a modern and progressive online platform, world-class job fairs and personalised
recruitment support to deliver teachers and school administrators opportunity to connect,
discuss employment opportunities and build lasting professional relationships.
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For Teachers

Exploring thousands
of exciting jobs and
career opportunities
across the globe.

Profile will be seen
by recruiters from
some of the world's
most prestigious
international schools.

Personalized service,
job fairs (in-person
and virtual),
informative resources,
and more.
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For Schools

Proactively search for candidates using intelligent search functionality.

Start conversations or invite candidates to apply at the touch of a button.

Effortlessly keep track of applicants with integrated applicant tracking system.

Keep notes or interview scores on candidate files for the school recruitment team.

Candidate rejection emails are handled automatically and delicately.
Verification process to screening inaccurate, misleading or false information on resumes.
Verification makes sure schools know who they're really hiring.

Who can apply?

SC H O O L S

TE AC H E RS

Any school who wants
to find more teacher

Any teacher who is
looking for a new job
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Benefit

SmartMatch algorithm
makes finding the
perfect candidates
easier than ever,
delivering suggested
matches for your
specific vacancy.

View and apply to
ALL teaching and
leadership vacancies
that interest you via
the portal

Receive job alerts
for highlight
vacancies based
on your profile

Receive news
about education
opportunities
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Participate in
webinars and
other professional
development

Technologies
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